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Three positions that make a difference
More and more people are spending more
and more time at work in front of the monitor,
and there are signs that more than half feel
pain in the arm, shoulder or neck1. It is often
called Mouse Arm Syndrome, or RSI (Repetitive Strain Injury), as it is called by professionals. Mouse Arm arises when we perform
small repetitive muscle movements for a long
time. It is painful but usually it can be cured,
however it can take a long time and in some
cases it can become chronic.
The problem does not seem to diminish either. Today, children use tablets and computers from an early age, and the problem now
also affects the young adults who have lived
their entire lives on a screen. There is a major
health problem that we need to deal with in
order to reduce the damage.
Man has been on the earth for about 300,000
years. In about 299,850 of these years, their
bodies were used to perform tasks such as
hunting, cultivating land and growing crops.
Our genes have been developed to keep us
moving, but our everyday life has changed
radically in the last 150 years. With the industrial community, we spend more and more
time sitting at our workplaces. And since
the 70s, the computer has become the most
common tool.
What can we do to reduce the problem?
What do we need to change in attitudes,
behaviors and habits? And what technical,
ergonomic tools can be important to avoid
unnecessary problems?

There are several reasons for Mouse Arm Syndrome. If
you look at what the workplace looks like to many of us,
we spend a large part of the day in a chair at a desk – and
today when many work remotely it can of course vary how
we sit. In this Whitepaper, we will not discuss in depth
how the monitor, mouse and keyboard are placed on the
workbench, which has a major impact on our well-being.
You can read more about that in "To work Centered".
There is a lot that affects our working environment. It can
be anything from lighting, sound attenuation and flooring to
air quality and noise. We will take a closer look at the actual
work position.
How you sit or stand during the work day has a
big impact on your well-being. Having a well-designed
workplace gives you the opportunity for variation, which
is a fundamental step in working ergonomically. A static
posture increases, sooner or later, the risks. Hence, it is
important to understand what is considered good body
posture. We are all different so precise measures of how
to sit are not suitable as it only fits a small part of the
population.

Three important positions

However, there are some simple tips that are easy to take in
– feel free to ask a colleague who sees how you are sitting
today – and together you can adjust your postures. We
have developed three positions that are considered to give
you a good picture of what to attain.

1. Feet firmly on the floor

Make sure your knees are at
the same height, or slightly
lower, than the hip. The
feet should be placed firmly
in the floor slightly in front
of the knees. If you have
difficulty reaching down
you can use a footrest. The
seat and thighs should be
parallel to the floor. This is
the starting position for a
good sitting.
ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
is an independent global organization which has studied
the issue. ISO certifications are available in a variety of
areas and are a good way to agree on similar approaches
around our world. Their definition of good posture is the
basis of ergonomic recommendations in many countries.

1 Computer-related Pain. A survey of the Swedish people's experience of working at a monitor. KantarSIFO 2018.
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They are based2 on a number of so-called anthropometric
measures (anthropometry is used to design ergonomic
work environments and products, taking into account our
natural body measurements), which are also reflected in
these advices.

3. Keep your hands inside your shoulders.
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2. Forearms parallel to the floor

The desk height is adjusted
so that the elbows can
hang relaxed along the side,
close to the body and the
forearms are at 90° to the
upper arms, parallel to the
floor. The hand or forearm
has support and the wrist
should be as straight as
possible, and can move up
and down within about 30°
angle. Avoid turning the wrist sideways. If you want extra
relief, an armrest can be a good alternative.
This is the ideal starting position. In reality, you can't
sit in a static position for a whole day, that would be in the
opposite, harmful. Therefore, it is recommended that you
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135°

90°

70°

can lean back to about 135° angle between the upper and
lower arms, and lean forward to about 70° angle.
With that said, we will get into the theme of variation.
We will take a closer look at some habits, behaviors and
exercises that can help in our Whitepaper "Habits and
Behaviors That Make a Difference". Not being static is the
key to avoiding unnecessary pain in the neck, shoulder,
arm and wrist.

2 ISO 9241-5:1998

A centered position for your hands is essential to prevent
RSI. Overstretching the arm to reach for the mouse beyond
the keyboard is a common trap.
ISO 9241-5 recommends you to strive to work within
a “zone”, about +-35 ° from an imaginary straight line
“through the nose” (the
vertical axis). Simply put,
try to work with the elbows
inside the shoulders as
The
far as possible. This is
Zone
especially true of tasks that
are common.
By using an ergonomic
mouse, like Mousetrapper,
you get an ergonomically healthy position that keeps your
arms and hands relaxed. It has been found that a centered
mouse, often after only a couple of weeks, provides a
noticeable improvement.
For more information and solutions,
visit www.mousetrapper.com.

Bonus tips:
Proper placement of the monitor

An important component to
reach the correct posture
and minimizing stresses
on the neck and shoulders
is to position the monitor
correctly1. Try to position
the screen at least 50 cm
from the eyes. The eyes
should be level with the top
of the screen so that you
look down slightly.
The height of the monitor can be customized with
special holders – and if you are using a laptop make sure
to get a support so that the screen gets to eye level. Then
a separate keyboard and a centered mouse are also
needed to sit ergonomically optimally.

Vary your work posture

If you have the opportunity,
a height-adjustable desk
is one of the best tools for
varying working posture.
Being able to vary posture
during the day, and to
stand up during periods
provides several benefits.
For example, three hours
of standing burns 144
more calories a day2. Other
studies3 show high efficiency gains where those who
gained access to high / lowering desks were about 45%
more efficient than colleagues who sat all day.
But it is as most things, not too much, not too little.
Constant standing can cause other problems, so variety is
the solution.
To make it more comfortable, try having a footrest or a
specially designed mat that makes it more comfortable to
stand up.

1 ISO 9241-5:1998
2 University of Chester Dr John Buckley http://www.chester.ac.uk/node/16952
3 Call Center Productivity Over 6 Months Following a Standing Desk Intervention. Gregory Garrett, Mark Benden, Ranjana Mehta, Adam Pickens,
S. Camille Peres & Hongwei Zhao
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The
Mousetrapper
Moves

The working posture may have a significant impact on the risk of developing computer-related pain in your
neck, shoulder or arm. A correct workstation set-up enhances the opportunity to avoid or having relieve from
Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI).
As a human it is impossible to remain in a static posture the whole day, we must move. The most important
is to attain a natural body position where joints are naturally aligned. It reduces strain on the musculoskeletal
system and and lays the foundation for a healthy posture.
Visit www.mousetrapper.com – Take a Self assesment
At mousetrapper.com you will find some corrections and solutions to a better work environment and to reduce
the risk of having chronic computer-related pain, RSI. We call it the Mousetrapper Moves.

